Label propagation is a popular technique for anatomical segmentation. In this work, we propose a novel deep framework for label propagation based on non-local label fusion. Our framework, named CompareNet, incorporates subnets for both extracting discriminating features, and learning the similarity measure, which lead to accurate segmentation. We also introduce the voxel-wise classification as an unary potential to the label fusion function, for alleviating the search failure issue of the existing non-local fusion strategies. Moreover, CompareNet is endto-end trainable, and all the parameters are learnt together for the optimal performance. By evaluating CompareNet on two public datasets IB-SRv2 and MICCAI 2012 for brain segmentation, we show it outperforms state-of-the-art methods in accuracy, while being robust to pathologies.
Introduction
Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) models have been widely applied for anatomical segmentation with promising results. Most of works formulate the problem as pixel-wise classification, where DCNNs are used to predict the label of a pixel with its surrounding patches. However, for tasks with a large number of targeting labels and limited labeled data, e.g. segmenting brain structures, it is still challenging to design accurate DCNNs [10] . Besides classification works, label propagation methods take a different approach. They first align atlas images with the target one by registrations, and then estimate labels by the label fusion of warped atlases. By utilizing prior knowledge more directly, they have less dependency on training, and are better constrained with output smoothness.
Label fusion is an important step for label propagation methods. Among fusion strategies developed, the non-local label fusion is arguably best. This strategy labels a pixel by weighted voting of all pixels within a search volume on atlases, with the weights derived from feature-wise similarity of target-voting pixel pairs. The strategy alleviates registration errors caused by inter-subject anatomical variabilities, leading to accurate delineations [3] . Two factors, i.e. feature extraction and similarity measure, decide the label fusion accuracy. For feature extraction, patch intensity was firstly used [3, 11] , and then hand-crafted features, such as intensity gradients [1] , were introduced. [9] further employs feature selection on candidate features. For similarity measure, Gaussian kernel is mostly used [3, 1] . To reduce errors caused by voting pixels of other anatomies, [13] uses sparse weights, [14] models dependency between voters. Yet, few has been explored using deep features and trainable similarity measures that can be learnt by optimizing the final segmentation performance. Moreover, the search failure issue exists for images of high local anatomical variabilities [11] , as there can be no pixel of the same anatomy within the search volume after atlas warping. One work [15] learns deep similarity features for label fusion, but it neither explores learnable similarity measures, nor considers the search failure issue.
In this work, we explore a deep non-local fusion framework for automatic anatomical segmentation. The framework, named CompareNet, comprises the following substructures: a classification subnet for voxel-wise label prediction, a features embedding layer for capturing discriminating features, and a label fusion subnet performing label fusion, which employs learnable similarity measures with a multilayer perception (MLP). Different from existing works, we introduce the voxel-wise classification as an unary potential into fusion function to alleviate the search failure issue. Moreover, deep features and similarity measure are learnt that cooperate to optimize segmentation accuracy. Most importantly, CompareNet is end-to-end trainable, and all parameters are optimized together by back-propagation for accurate segmentation. We test CompareNet on two brain segmentation datasets IBSRv2 and MICCAI 2012 multi-atlas challenge, with one atlas as prior and pre-aligning by B-spline registrations. We show it outperforms state-of-the-art methods in Dice score, while being robust to unseen pathologies, which are synthetic pathologies introduced only on testing images. Fig. 1 shows the overview of CompareNet. Given a target image T , the atlas image and label are first registered to T , resulting in warped atlas image X and label L(X). Then CompareNet takes T , X, and L(X) as inputs, and outputs a segmentation probability map S(T ) of the target image. S(T ) is a weighted sum of two potentials: an unary potential S unary (T ) from a classification subnet, and a pairwise potential S pairwise (T ) from a label fusion subnet. The classification subnet predicts voxel-wise label probability of T as semantic segmentation without considering prior knowledge from the atlas. This aims to alleviate the search failure issue when large anatomical variations exist between atlas and target images such that correct labels do not exist within a local search volume. Meanwhile, the intermediate feature maps of both T and X from the classification subnet are fed into a feature embedding layer, in order to embed discriminative features for label fusion. The label fusion subnet fuses the atlas labels to generate S pairwise (T ), where voxel-wise fusion weights are derived with the embedded features and a MLP as the similarity measure. Formally, for a target voxel p, its unnormalized segmentation probability vector S p (T ) is defined as
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where S unary,p (T ; θ u ) and S pairwise,p (T ; θ p ) are unary and pairwise potentials of segmentation, separately. All probability vectors are in the form [a 1 , ..., a C ], where C is label classes, and a i ≥ 0 represents the probability of class i. θ u and θ p are parameters of unary and pairwise potentials, and α weights the two potentials. CompareNet is end-to-end trainable, and all the parameters (θ u , θ p , and α) are learnt together for optimal segmentation accuracy.
Classification Subnet and Feature Embedding Layer
The classification subnet semantically segments the target image, and extracts deep features of both the target image and the atlas image. The feature embedding layer further embeds the intermediate deep features into a similaritydiscriminating space. Both classification subnet and feature embedding layer are shared by target and atlas images. Fig. 2(a) shows detailed configurations. The subnet has a encoder-decoder structure with all operations in 3D. Convolutions and de-convolutions with a stride of 2 are used for down-sampling and up-sampling, and skip-connections are densely employed. Each convolution is followed by a Rectified linear unit (ReLU) and batch normalization (BN) except the last layer. We embed deep feature maps before the last layer of the classification subnet with a 1 × 1 × 1 convolution. This specific layer is chosen because the feature maps at the layer are deep with context information, and have the desired spatial resolution. The embedded feature maps, denoted as F embed , have a fixed feature dimension of 20. 
Label Fusion Subnet
The label fusion subnet produces the pairwise potential of segmentation probability map by propagating labels from the warped atlas. It follows the idea of non-local label fusion methods, where each voxel in the target image is labeled by weighted voting of all voxels within a search volume on the warped atlas image. The voting weights are determined by similarities between the atlas voxel and the target one, assuming voxels that resemble in features should belong to the same anatomy. We use the notations in Eq. (1) and denote the search volume of p as V p . The normalized probability vector of p can be written as
where q is a voxel within the V p on the atlas image. l q (X) = [0, ..., 1..., 0] is the one-hot labeling of length C for q, and is 1 at the index of L q (X). F p (T ) and F q (X i ) are features of the target voxel p and the voxel q, separately. W (., .) is a similarity measure for two given features, and it is used as the voting weight. The feature maps for weighting and their similarity measure [7] decide the fusion performance. We design the feature map to be the feature-wise concatenation of image intensity and its embedded feature map F embed . We employ intensities for low level features as supplement to deep features. For similarity measure W (., .), we learn a three layer MLP to capture similarities between any feature vector pair. The idea is inspired by [12] , where object relations in an image, e.g. object A is to the left of object B, are indicated by applying MLPs to take context features of two objects. Our similarity measure is formulated as
where f φ is the MLP function, and φ is the set of learnable synaptic weights and bias. Note that the MLP is shared by all feature pairs. This aims to encourage greater generalization for computing similarities and avoid it being overfitted to any particular feature pair. All parameters are learnt by end-to-end training of CompareNet. Detailed configuration of the MLP is shown in Fig. 2(b) . Implementation. We implement the label fusion subnet for GPU computation by following [15] , where weighted voting is decomposed into successive linear operations. As a result, label fusions of all voxels in an input image patch are parallel, and the subnet can be trained as a part of CompareNet. Search volume. A search volume V p is a r 3 cube centered by p's spatially correspondence on the atlas image. Larger cubes enable more voxels to vote, while costing more computations and memory. We set r = 5 for good segmentation accuracy and moderate GPU memory cost.
Atlas Selection and Training
One atlas image and its expert label from training data are used as priors. Despite the limited prior knowledge compared to multi-atlas works [13, 15] , CompareNet achieves promising accuracy while saving inference time. Moreover, the method can be easily extended to multiple atlases by fusing segmentation from each atlas.
To select a proper atlas, we calculate the normalized mutual information (NMI) of all training image pairs. Following [1] , we use the image with the highest NMI within training data as the atlas for both training and testing purposes. During training, all training images are used as target images T . We train the CompareNet end-to-end by minimizing the generalized Dice loss between the softmax of the final segmentation probability map S(T ) and one-hot ground truth l(T ), w.r.t. θ u , θ p and α. Further studies can be carried out by selecting a random image as the atlas in each training step, which generalizes the model to be compatible with any training image as an atlas. To potentially improve segmentation, one training image that best resembles the target image according to NMI can be selected as the atlas during inference.
Experiments
Experimental Settings
Dataset. The CompareNet is evaluated on brain anatomical segmentation on two T1-weighted MR images datasets of IBSRv2 1 and MICCAI 2012 multiatlas challenge 2 . IBSRv2 has 18 images of 256 × 256 × 128 manually labeled to 32 structures. We randomly split all images into 13 for training and 5 for testing as [5] for comparison, and report the average accuracy from three-fold tests. MICCAI 2012 multi-atlas challenge has 35 T1-weighted MR images around 256 × 256 × 260 that have been labeled to 134 structures. The dataset was presplit by the owner into 15 for training and 20 for testing. We follow this data split, and report the accuracy on testing images. Training details. For B-spline registration and image warping, we use the implementation of SimpleElastix 3 . For training CompareNet, we use mini-batches of 3 128 × 128 × 128 image patches. We employ the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 1 × 10 −4 and train CompareNet on 3 NVIDIA Titan XP 12GB GPUs. 
Results
Comparison with the state-of-the-arts. Table 1 illustrates the comparison of CompareNet with existing works. Patch-based (PB) [3] , Patch-based with Augmented Features (PBAF) [1] and Joint Label Fusion (JLF) [14] are label propagation methods, and we use the published implementations 4 for results. For fair comparison, they take all training images as atlases, and use the same registrations and search volume size as CompareNet. We determine the rest of their parameters as in [1] by using ones that achieve the optimal accuracy on training images, and report results on testing images. Ganaye [5] , Brebisson [2] , and Li [8] are DCNN based classification methods without label propagation. We show results of Ganaye and Brebisson from [5] and [2] respectively, while producing results of Li with their implementation [6] . Note Ganaye (0) represents results of [5] with the same datasets as CompareNet, while Ganaye (100) uses 100 images elsewhere for training. The standalone classification subnet of Com- pareNet, which is also a classification DCNN without propagation, is trained separately for comparison. We report the average runtime of segmenting one image based on a Intel Core i9-7960X CPU and one NVIDIA Titan XP GPU. As shown in Table 1 , CompareNet produces the highest Dice scores (84.5% and 74.6%) for both datasets. Compared to label propagation methods (PB, PBAF, JLF), CompareNet benefits from learning optimal features, similarity measures, and fusing with the classification potential. Moreover, as CompareNet is efficient for GPU computation, it achieves large runtime reduction (∼59x and ∼35x compared to JFL) while having higher accuracies. Compared to classification DCNNs (Brebisson, Ganaye, Li), CompareNet benefits from using the atlas as prior for providing label constraints. This reduces the mislabeling caused by inter-image local variations, and suppresses spurious segmentation. It is directly indicated by the Dice improvements (4.3% and 2.7%) of CompareNet over the standalone classification subnet, which does not have the label propagation potential. Moreover, we show CompareNet is more invariant to unseen pathologies than pure classification DCNNs as below. Fig. 3(a) visually compares segmentation results of CompareNet, the classification subnet and JLF, where advantages of CompareNet are noticeable within the highlighted areas. Impact of unseen pathologies. To evaluate the robustness of CompareNet, we follow the method of [4] by introducing synthetic brain pathologies in testing images. We design pathologies to be 3D spheres with increased intensities (randomly by 15∼25 in value), and with radius of 10∼20 pixels. Under one IB-SRv2 data split, we keep training data unchanged, and test different methods on testing images with pathologies introduced. We show mean Dice scores, and their changes from as measured with non-changed testing images in Table 2 .
The results indicate that label propagation methods (PB, JFL) are more invariant to unseen pathologies than classification ones (Li, classification subnet), as anatomical topology is enforced during label propagation. CompareNet, as a Table 2 . Comparison of different methods on pathological images. Mean Dice scores (in %) and the reductions from those measured with unchanged images are shown in the format of "mean (reduction)"
Method PB [3] JLF [14] Li [8] Classification Subnet CompareNet Acc.
73.0 (0.4) 82. combination of classification and label propagation, shows more robustness than pure classification models (0.6% mean Dice reduction compared to 1.5% of the classification subnet). Fig. 3(b) shows segmentation errors of different methods on one typical pathological image.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a deep label fusion framework for anatomical segmentation, which combines label propagation and voxel-wise classification. Compared to traditional label propagation methods, it learns optimal features and similarity measures for label fusion. Compared to existing deep classification methods, it uses training data more directly as priors for labeling. We show CompareNet achieves state-of-the-art accuracies on two brain segmentation tasks, and it can also be applied to any anatomical segmentation task without modification. We test CompareNet on images with unseen pathologies, and it shows better robustness than pure DCNN classification models.
